Tank.hu
Tank driving attraction in Hungary
Várpalota

About US
At our facility you can try out the driving of real tanks! An unforgettable experience! All the tank
types that are displayed in this website, can be driven by YOU! We have a proving ground of 36
acres of off road terrain, full of off-road obstacles - which you can cross in the cockpit of a TANK.
Our vehicles can be tried out in:
- tours for individual guests
- or in programs for groups
The tank driving in groups is ideal for team buliding, corporate events or partner meetings.
Moreover, at our facility, even product introduction events can be held, enhanced by tank show!
For event organizers and travel operators we would like to recommend our Call for cooperation (see
below.)
You can find more details on our website. Our contacts are:
TEL: +36 30 397 9202
E-Mail: info@tank.hu

Programs for individual guests
Steps
1. Arrival at the facility, parking is provided for cars and coaches. We are very close to Várpalota
railway station - we can provide transfer from the railway station to the facility
2. In the reception / briefing
room, restroom is available for
our guests. In the briefing room,
the theoretical training for tank
driving takes place, the vehicles
are introduced, instructionss are
given and the disclaimers are to
be signed here. We provide
protective overall and shoes for
the adventure. Dressing up for the
experience is to be done in the
briefing room, or in case of larger
groups, it takes place in a
dedicated military tent.
3. Machines of the arranged types
are prepared for start - Our
instructors give a short training
onboard the vehicle. Once it is done, our guests that are only travelling on the vehicle take their
position onboard, and the driving ADVENTURE CAN START!
4.If the program contains the driving of more than one vehicles, then our tanks return to the starting
position, new drivers can get onboard, and the travellers can travel on other types as well.

Programs for groups
Group tank driving is an ideal
opportunity to integrate your
team
through
common
experience. During the tours,
the guests learn to drive tanks
and to cope with incredible offroad obstacles, using our highly
capable military vehicles. The
feeling and the experience of
ruling such a monster of war is
unique and life-long lasting. If
it happens in a group, the
common experience deepens
the relations and helps to
further integrate your team!
During the tours, a skilled
instructor is always on the
board of the vehicle. In case of
larger groups (more than 20 members), the group is divided into sub-groups. One of these groups
drive tanks while others are entertained by other activities . Once the first sub-group finishes tank
diving, the groups are rotated: the second sub-group drives tanks, and the others perform various
other
activities
and
so
on
until
everyone
has
driven
a
tank.
Our instructors speak English and Hungarian.

Tank Base

One of the most important elements of our facility is the tank base. Our guests find here the
reception and briefing room where the theoretical training takes place for our individual guests. The
base also contains a parking area - suitable for cars, coaches and minibuses as well, and a shelter for
our military vehicles.

Driveable vehicles
T-55 Main Battle Tank
Highly mobile, heavily armored and has great firepower.
Starred in many movies:
James Bond: Goldeneye,
Beast of War, etc.
- 580 BHP
- 30 - 100 millimetres of armor
- Combat weight: 40 tons
- Capable of driving through any off-road obstacle
- Armament is only imitation

BMP-1 Infantry fighting vehicle
The first true infantry fighting vehice of the world,
with high power and mobility.
- 360 BHP
- Amphibious
- Combat-ready weight 12 metric tons
- All-terrain capability
- The armament is only imitation!

GSP-55 Amphibian
Excellent off-road and swimming capability
Probably the best off-road vehicle ever!.
- 280 BHP
- Fully amphibious
- Weight: 17 tons
- Probably the best off-road vehicle ever!

MTLB-U Command vehicle
Highly mobile, capable of off-road, armored and
amphibious.
- 320 BHP
- Fully amphibious
- Combat veight: 20 tons
- High off road capability
- Armament is only imitation!

ZSU-23-4 Anti Air Artillery
With its radar guided armament, it is capable of destroying
any aircraft or helicopter
Very agile, with high firepower
- 280 BHP
- Fully armored
- Combat weight: 26 tons
- High off-road capability
- Armament is only imitation

VT-55 Armored Recovery Vehicle
Incredible power and heavy armor!
When tanks get stuck, this vehicle is used!
- 580 BHP
- Combat weight: 40 tons
- High off road capability!

Additional activities
Experiences, organized by our partners

Field Lunch
High quality meal from restaurant, served outdoors

Paintball
Paintball game for teams, forest battlefield, pre-built covers and hideouts

Archery
Group archery activity on archery range

Helicopter sightseeing

Quad driving
Quad driving on a marked off-road track, length: 1.5 km.

Drone video
Making drone recorded video of the programme - either in the case of
group or individual programs

Milirary Tent
On demand, we provide a tent for groups

